
Did you know that any company that is striving to take 

its products and methods above and beyond existing 

technology could be (probably is!) doing R&D? Which 

means it may be eligible for R&D tax relief. 

Some companies fail to claim all that they are due, and some are not claiming at all 

despite carrying out significant and eligible work.

In software development the buzz this year is all about AI. Behind the noise 
generated by these big players beating big drums, we at ABGI-UK have been 
working away quietly with clients already developing AI systems.
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The challenge of ... reading speed signs

Have you ever had a speeding ticket cruising through motorway works at 70mph when 
the posted, temporary, speed limit is 40mph?  Did your satnav or smartphone fail to tell 
you?  It may know where the fixed speed limits are, and it may know where the speed 
cameras are, but how does it know where there is a temporary speed limit that popped 
up yesterday?

One of our clients developed software to read speed signs at the roadside.  Install the 
app on your smartphone, mount it on your dashboard with a view of the road ahead, 
and it will alert you to all the speed signs it sees as you drive, including the ones that 
weren’t there yesterday and might not be there tomorrow.

This clever capability is based on a neural network, a kind of software system that 
essentially learns to recognise speed signs rather as you might have done.  Show 
the system enough speed signs, speed signs snapped at an angle as you drive past, 
speed signs seen through a wet windscreen, at night, in bright sunshine or in deep 
winter gloom.  At first the neural network recognises nothing but as the training session 
continues its performance gets better and better until it’s outperforming you.

This type of machine learning system has really only become possible in recent years 
with advances in the collection of data (it takes a lot of pictures of speed signs to train 
the software) and in the capabilities of smartphones (it takes a lot of computational 
oomph to run the trained system as you drive merrily along).
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Having previously claimed 
ourselves, we understood 
how laborious the task 
could become. It really took 
considerable effort and we 
found it time consuming to 

gather the claim information 

year after year. Thanks to 
their specialist practice, our 

claim size was significantly 
increased. We look forward to 
continuing working with them 
in the future!
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But this is a fast-moving (and we don’t mean doing 80mph on the motorway) sector 
and our clients have not stopped improving their software’s image recognition 
capabilities.  Speed signs are a done deal, now they’re tackling the kind of image 
recognition needed by much smarter cars, spotting cyclists wobbling along the city 
streets in front of you, keeping an eye on the lane markings to alert you when you start 
to drift, and looking for the right exit to take at the junction ahead.

The challenge of ... talking machines.

Amazon’s Alexa and Google’s Home Assistant are almost old-hat now, and we haven’t 
been involved in making R&D claims for either of those projects!  However, we have 
been making claims for customers who are experimenting with ways to put these new 
talkative computers to use.

One was asked by one of the UK’s major banks to design a system for telephone 
banking customers.  Customers would be able to talk to the system to do most of their 
straightforward banking, setting up direct debits, making transfers to other accounts, 
checking balances, and so on.  But the requirement was to go beyond simple requests 
such as ‘Please transfer £100 to my husband’s personal account’ to answering 
questions such as ‘What’s my financial position at the end of the month?’

It’s all very well having Alexa and the software development kit but that was just where 
the fun began.  Trying to develop Alexa’s skills to deal with the almost infinite variety 
of ways that the test users came up with for talking to the software proved an almighty 
challenge, especially so in a domain where customers are likely to be unforgiving of 
mistakes.  You might laugh if Alexa booked you table for eight people at four o’clock, 
but not if Alexa paid eighty pounds when you clearly said eighteen.  Designing the 
flows of conversations has proven extremely complex, and our clients are still working 
on this.

Other clients too are looking at voice-control and extending existing software systems 
and games to respond to spoken commands.

The challenge of ... sifting through the terabytes.

Computers are ubiquitous and they’re all beginning to talk to each other, even when 
there’s no one attached.  Your printer orders ink when it runs low, your car alerts the 
manufacturer when it starts to misbehave, your wristband tells anyone who hacks the 
right sites when you go for your morning run so that the local criminals know when to 
break in …

… errr … hold on a minute, that can’t be right.  Well, yes it can be and has been.  
There is an ongoing war in cyberspace as players battle to protect, or to expose, 
rich seams of personal and business data.  And in this domain we’re already working 
with clients applying AI to cyberdefence (we don’t work for the bad guys).  Large 
companies constantly monitor incoming and outgoing traffic across their networks, 
and the internal traffic too.  Somewhere in those data streams is evidence of attempts 
to hack their systems. 
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Until recently the cyberdefenders would run analyses of the logs, looking for patterns 
of behaviour that were suspicious.  Meanwhile the cyberattackers are seeking new 
attack vectors which do not have the signature of those they’ve tried previously. 

Now our clients are applying AI techniques for pattern recognition not only to look for 
the signatures of known attacks, but to look for new types of attack. These approaches 
are akin to a natural immune system capable of identifying and responding to threats it 
has never encountered before, capable too of rapidly identifying and defeating threats 
it has encountered before. These systems rely on processing very large volumes of data 
at very high speed to be able to respond in real-time to emerging threats.

An overview of the scheme

You may be surprised by the R&D that we, at ABGI-UK, have already uncovered for 
software & IT clients – meaning a nice little helping hand in the form of R&D tax relief. 
If you are developing products, revamping your processes or designing new services 
in order to advance the technology of what you do, then you could be eligible for 
R&D tax relief and entitled to lowered corporation tax or in some cases as a payable 
cash credit.

www.abgi-uk.com

About ABGI
ABGI is an international leading tax incentive and innovation management advisor. We help companies 
accelerate financial performance, innovation and business expansion by capitalising on their R&D 
and innovation activities, in compliance with all rules and regulations.  Whatever innovation funding 

challenges you face – in the UK or internationally – we can help.

Don’t miss out – make sure you investigate 
your eligibility

We think that businesses like yours, who thrive on innovation and doing things 
differently, are in a perfect position to claim significant R&D tax relief, but so many do 
not use a partner that gets them the best possible return. If you needed surgery you 
would go to a surgeon not your GP, and the concept of knowledge and experience is 
the same when it comes to a fully successful R&D claim.

The ideal partnership to deliver the best results for any client is the combination of a 
specialist technical R&D tax relief advisory firm such as ABGI, who speaks both your 
language and HMRC’s; and your accountant. In collaboration they can manage the 
assessment, preparation and submission on your behalf, ensuring you receive the 
biggest return for the least possible effort. Don’t miss out on what you’re entitled to. 
Regardless of your current claiming status, ABGI-UK can help.

For a free R&D tax credit consultation and 
analysis of the potential returns you might 
expect from your projects, contact the   
ABGI-UK team 


